Patient self-assessment of test-day symptoms in 24-h pH-metry for suspected gastroesophageal reflux disease.
Marked daily fluctuations may occur in the pattern and degree of gastroesophageal reflux (GOR) and in patients' symptoms. The aim of this study was to observe how patients' self-assessment of their symptoms on the day of a 24-h pH test correlates with the likely outcome of the test and the potential value in repeating it. 367 patients with symptoms suggestive of GOR underwent 24-h pH tests. Fifty-eight patients had repeat studies. Patients assessed the severity of their test-day symptoms as 'better than typical', 'typical' or 'worse than typical'. A 'typical' or 'worse than typical' day was more likely to produce an abnormal test result (P < 0.0001). A normal first test on a 'better than typical' day was more likely to be followed by an abnormal second test than a normal first test on a 'typical' or 'worse than typical' day (55% versus 22%; P = 0.025). The symptom index score, the total acid exposure time on the first test and the presence of oesophagitis were not associated with an abnormal second test (P not significant). Patients' self-assessment of the severity of their test-day symptoms should be included in the interpretation of 24-h pH tests for suspected GOR. Patients with a normal pH test on a 'better than typical day warrant a repeat test.